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Regardless of the size of your company or industry, a robust mileage 

reimbursement program is essential for your organization. Finding the 

best solution for your needs can be overwhelming. However, with a clear 

understanding of your company’s goals and employee preferences, 

implementing the right solution can be relatively easy.

Technology has cleared the way for you to get rid of the manual mileage Technology has cleared the way for you to get rid of the manual mileage 

log. TripLog automatically and accurately tracks mileage expenses with its 

comprehensive fleet management solutions. Using Mobile GPS and web 

SaaS technologies we provide immediate time saving solutions that 

deliver accurate reimbursement programs.

Many companies struggle with their mileage 

reimbursement programs, but it doesn’t have 

to be that way.

Why Is An Automated 
Mileage Log Important To 
My Business?



What Does This Mean For 
Your Business?



Automation

TripLog’s innovative MagicTrip™ feature TripLog’s innovative MagicTrip™ feature 

allows for the automatic tracking of vehicle 

mileage. With an iBeacon device, TripLog  

can achieve even better efficiency and 

reliability. Or the user may choose the car 

Bluetooth option and allow the vehicle to 

pair with the device (smartphone or tablet).

AccuracyAccuracy

No more guess work. TripLog uses 

smartphone GPS to record the most 

accurate mileage data. It also provides 

route planning to achieve the best cost 

saving and time efficiency.

Expense Management

In addition to mileage, TripLog also tracks In addition to mileage, TripLog also tracks 

tolls, parking, fuel, travel, meals and many 

other business expenses with receipt 

capture. You can opt in to a formal 

approval process to facilitate your 

company’s payroll practice.

Accountability

TripLog doesn’t only track mileage, it also TripLog doesn’t only track mileage, it also 

records the actual driving routes and shows 

them on a map view with the accurate 

coordinates, timestamp, and speed data. 

Managers can have the ability to monitor 

the entire fleet and review each trip to spot 

any potential discrepancies.

PrivacyPrivacy

Your data privacy is one of our top 

priorities. We offer the ability for the 

company to apply custom privacy policies. 

You can choose from complete lock down 

settings to letting users opt in and control 

their own data.

IntegrationIntegration

TripLog integrates with industry-leading 

solution providers, such as Concur, 

QuickBooks, and FreshBooks.  Use our Web 

Service APIs as building blocks for your own 

data processing. We can also provide tailor 

made customization for your needs.

Benefits Of A Mileage 
App Solution
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Most companies begin searching for a better mileage reimbursement 

program due to cost saving or employee accountability reasons. TripLog 

is designed and specialized to take on these tasks and much more.

The first step is consulting with a TripLog professional, who will help you 

identify hidden costs in existing mileage capture and reporting methods, 

and design the right solution for your company.

A comprehensive mileage reimbursement program doesn’t only help A comprehensive mileage reimbursement program doesn’t only help 

your organization’s bottom line, it can increase productivity and 

accountability, provide tangible financial savings, and streamline a time 

consuming company necessity.

Conclusion


